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SDGs
Governance

Since the founding of Tunghai University in 1955, through its unique liberal arts study and labor education, the
mission of the university has been manifested by various aspects of community service, environmental education,
civil participation, social practice, industry-academia collaboration, and other innovative research and development
techniques – all of which correspond with the spirit of sustainable growth.In order to reach the goal of further realizing
social responsibilities of the university and implement the goals of sustainable development, Tunghai University
established the Committee for University Social Responsibility Strategies Development. By creating the Office of
University Social Responsibility (USR), and the Office of Institutional Research (IR), the university-wide organizational
structure has been expanded to highlight the four pillars elaborated in the Mid-Range University Development Plan –
Economic Sustainability, Ecological Sustainability, Social Sustainability, and Cultural Sustainability.
In regards to the realization of the above-mentioned four pillars, or goals, of sustainability, Tunghai University and its
stakeholders collaborate to promote innovative strategies and to accumulate research capacities through four core
channels – education, research, organizational environment, and outreach collaboration. A multitude of collaborative
platforms have been established to sustain the operational mechanism, in the hope of solving global problems that
humans confront in sustainable development, causing an impact and changes to society.
Social Responsibility
Governance

Four Pillars of
Sustainability
In the Mid-Range University
Development Plan, four goals
were highlighted to promote
sustainable development –
Economic Sustainability,
Ecological Sustainability,
Social Sustainability, and
Cultural Sustainability.

Four Core Channels
Following the guidelines of
Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), the University
implemented the goals
through four core channels –
Education, Research,
Organizational Environment,
and Outreach Collaboration.

Two Cornerstones
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The two cornerstones of
Liberal Arts Foundation and
Technology Use are linked to
the sustainable development
policy detailed in the
Mid-Range University
Development Plan.

Committee for University Social Responsibility Strategies Development
To practice the spirit of truth, faith and deeds; to research and develop

Mission technology to promote social progress; and, to nurture multidisciplinary
Structure for Realizing Social Responsibilities

The Committee for University
Social Responsibility
Strategies Development was
established and the
university-wide organizational
structure was built by means
of the Office of USR and the
Office of IR.

talents with professional expertise including the capability to create and
innovate in diverse fields.

Vision

Tunghai University strives to be an innovative and outstanding university
with a profound liberal arts foundation and to promote active and diverse
learning in a warm and friendly environment.

Organization
Four Pillars of
Sustainability
Four Core
Channels
Stakeholders

IR

Office of Institutional
Research

USR

Office of University Social
Responsibility

Economic Sustainability, Ecological Sustainability, Social Sustainability,
and Cultural Sustainability.
Research, Education, Outreach Collaboration, Organizational Environment
Students, Alumni, Faculty & Staff, Community, Government, Industry

Social Impact
Economic

Ecological

Promote digital
transformation and
nourish innovative
talent and building
capacity

Raise awareness of
air pollution and
decrease the speed
of climate change

Social
Build a community
of cross-generation,
co-aging and
co-learning

Cultural
Balance urban
and rural development
and vitalize cultural
heritage conservation

Education is a key element in the Sustainable
Development Goals of the United Nations (UN SDGs).
As an innovative university with excellence in liberal
arts education, Tunghai University strives to achieve the
UN Sustainable Development Goals through education,
research, organizational environment and outreach
collaboration. Tangible approaches and strategies have
been implemented to solve problems in sustainable
development and to cause a positive social impact.
Following the guidelines of “Getting Started with the
SDGs in Universities,” Tunghai University drafted
a fundamental structure to achieve SDGs. Moving
through the six phases of (1) Examining Current
Status; (2) Building Capacities; (3) Defining Priorities;
(4) Integrating and Implementing; (5) Reviewing
Accomplished Tasks; and (6) Making Reports Public,
the four core channels of education, research,
organizational environment and outreach collaboration
are connected.
The spirit of the four Pillars of Sustainability (economic
sustainability, ecological sustainability, social
sustainability, and cultural sustainability) support
Tunghai University in its endeavor to become an
outstanding, as well as, innovative university with a
solid liberal arts foundation - a model university of
holistic education, nourishing creative talents with
global visions. Tunghai University thus may achieve its
sustainable development goals by means of the four
core channels of research, education, organizational
environment, and outreach collaboration, with the
support of the four pillars of sustainability.

Center for Active Aging and Technology Innovation

Software Engineering & Technology Center

Center for Chinese Social and Management Studies

Smart Sustainable Circular Economy Research Center
AI Center, Industry Smart-Transformation Center
AI Smart Manufacturing
Smart Innovation: Digital humanities, cloud smart living
Internet Plus
Taiwan Smart Machinery Industry-Academia Collaboration

Cross-Generation Care
Senior Education, Humanistic Care,
Cross-Generation Co-Learning

‧Community Care
‧Technology Innovation:
Smart Cloud Biological
Monitoring System
‧Humanistic Design:
Safe and Friendly
Environment

Cloud
Innovation
School

College of Active
Aging and
Technology

Social

Economic
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‧Multidisciplinary integration:
Cross-disciplinary skills
‧Smart System Research
‧Financial Cooperation
‧Knowledge Sharing Platform
‧Circular Economy Research
‧Industry Service Team & Platform
Building

Four Pillars
of
Sustainability
Ecology and Environment,
Tunghai Ecological Farm

Ecological

Cultural

College of
Ecology and

College of
Regional
Revitalization

‧Regional Environment,
Environment
Education Center,
Environmental Education Space
‧Green Materials & Medical
Biotechnology Research
‧Ecological Assessment
Professional Team
‧Campus Resiliency Research (Urban Oasis)
‧Taiwan Ecological Monitoring Learning Network
Center for Ecology and Environment
Life Science Research Center

Humanities and social
sciences innovation
Cultural heritage Conservation

‧Theory and critique
‧Creating and capacity building
‧Content and connection
‧Service and practice
‧Vigor and innovation
Davinci Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center
College of Fine Arts and Creative Design
Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Asia Regional Revitalization Center
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Progress and
Result
SDG1

No Poverty

Assisting Disadvantaged Students
Tunghai University considers students as valuable assets. To help disadvantaged students complete their studies
without financial stress, Tunghai University provides different financial aids such as tuition and miscellaneous fees
exemption, live help scholarship, scholarships, grants for disadvantaged students, emergency financial aids, house
allowances, emergency bail-outs, and the Tunghai Encouragement Fund .
Economically disadvantaged students are often unable to concentrate on their studies or participate in tutoring
programs because of part-time jobs that are necessary for financial reasons. To address this situation, Tunghai
University aims to make these students more competitive by assisting them in their learning process through tutoring,
internship, leadership development, career planning assistance and service practice.

Opening the “Tunghai Encouragement Fund” Account: Tunghai University has utilized its
fundraising platform to set up an account for the "Tunghai Encouragement Fund", which
had raised more than 6.6 million NTD in 2019.
Better Support System for Disadvantaged Students: Tunghai University has formulated
the “Tunghai Encouragement Fund Regulations”, which will help disadvantaged students
participate in school counseling and service mechanisms.
Virtual Currency Mechanism: By adopting a virtual currency mechanism, the “Tunghai
Cool Coin App”, THU helps students cultivate their ability through innovative approaches.
By stimulating their willingness to participate in training courses, this mechanism helps
students in their studies but also in their daily lives.

Tunghai Encouragement Fund Events
Briefing Session on the
Encouragement Fund

Online Promotion
Tunghai Encouragement Fund
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2018

2019

Participants

180

600

Help students gain a better understanding of the
Encouragement Fund

N/A

98.3%

9,700

26,489

566

1,313

1,350

2,138

Number of official website visits
People reached by Line@
Participating students

Because We Care
“Tunghai University Youth Volunteer Group” provides
various training courses such as service learning,
project design, volunteer training, and leadership
programs to students who are willing to help others. By
doing so, participating students can help disadvantaged
students and lead student teams to engage in
community and social service.
We also launched a three-year (2018-2021) overseas
service learning program with support from the United
Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia. With this
program, THU has cooperated with three non-profit
organizations in Chiang Mai, Thailand to help local
disadvantaged children.
During the summer of 2019, the Tunghai University
Youth Volunteer Group went to Chiang Mai, Thailand
to work with two local student centers and help their
disadvantaged children. Tunghai University students
designed diverse and interesting courses based on
their own expertise and the children’s needs. They also
assisted in building a bathroom for the Mona Student
Center. Through this kind of collaboration, THU has
established a mechanism for overseas services and
partnerships with local non-profit organizations that
allows THU to continue carrying out service initiatives
in the future.

▲ 2019 Summer Caring for Children Mission in Chiang-Mai, Thailand
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SDG2

Zero Hunger

Food Safety on Campus

Food & Agricultural Education

To advocate for food safety on the THU campus,
Tunghai University has invited a prominent culinary
team in Taiwan - The MATCH Kitchen Laboratory
- to move in to THU. The University is spending
tens of millions to transform the foods served in
campus cafeterias. The MATCH Kitchen Laboratory
spearheaded the School Lunch Revolution - Project
MATCH in 2017, where they designed 100 nutritional
lunch recipes for elementary schools all over Taiwan.
In 2018, they officially expanded their revolution into
institutes of higher education by collaborating with
Tunghai University. The campus will only use foods
certified by the 4 Mark & 1Q and menus that offer five
vegetables and fruits to provide faculty and students
with diverse and delectable meals.

Opening Campus Doors to Food &
Agricultural Education

▲ Students Selling Produce from the THU Farm
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As an act of goodwill to local residents, Tunghai
University offers farms-for-lease on an annual basis
to local residents that want to grow produce with
ecofriendly farming methods. The farm is available
for the average flowers, plants, vegetables, and fruits.
Chemical fertilizers, toxic substances, tall plants
or arbors are prohibited on campus farms. Anyone
applying for farm lots have to submit proof of their
household registration (1 lot per household) and the
lease is for one year.
The THU Farm is where we put food & agricultural
education into action. On the farm, we can teach
agriculture, promote unique food & agricultural
courses or modules, and host outdoor education for
students from the affiliated elementary school and
high school.Entered in an agreement with the Howard
Hotels where, in addition to the farm member system
and fresh produce, we also be offering its guests
with the opporunity to visit our campus for a in-depth
ecosystem and cultural tour that is perfect for families.
The THU campus specifically carves out spaces for
public engagement and real action. These spaces
include an ecology classroom, THU Farm, and sites
for food & agricultural education. For the ecology
classrom, we've integrated more professional and
general courses. We also encourage students to
obtain Tree Climbing Instructor Certificates (4 students
from the Department of Life Science have received
their instructor certificates) so that they may instruct
visitors at climbing sites and also take advantage
of their skillsets to start a company with support
from professors at the Department of Business
Administration.

Agricultural Development in the Community
THU focuses on the needs of local residents
by suppor ting agriculture, creating a solidarity
economy, and resolving problems with food safety, air
pollution, and water resources. We want to increase
public awareness on the hazards of air pollution,
unused farmlands, food safety, river pollution, and
environmental governance of the THU creek; promote
the Honest Food & Clean Air project; strengthen
cooperation bet ween THU and its surrounding
communities; and build a sustainable city together. In
terms of courses relating to food & agriculture, we are
collaborating with nearby famers on Dadu Mountain
and calling out to students or children to join us. We
hope that we can achieve and spread the notion of a
utopia where we are all free to farm and share our yield.

To cultivate our first group of teacher leaders,
the Center for General Education is now
offering a Agricultural Humanities and Creative
Practice course, the THU Food Base has
launched a Farmland Humanities Workshop,
and the Zhongrong Day Care Center is
advocating for food & agriculture

Building a Community
Supported Agriculture
We participate in public or private markets to
promote food & agricultural education directly
to the public

Peasant farmers and community partners help
five students design eco-cuisine and commune
kitchen courses that will help connect the
people to their land through exploring the
environment and expericiencing the cuisine

Teacher Leaders for
Food & Agricultural
Education

Launched the Vlog Food Movement to record
the actions and missions of our friendly
farmers. To achieve holistic empowerment,
we're offering a platform where youth can learn
with seniors about their culinary memories and
recipes
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SDG3

Good Health And
Well-Being

Health Advocacy

No-Smoking Policy

Held on November 20-21, 2019, the Health Fair
was part of the 2019 LOHAS Campus Healthy THU
campaign and was conceived to raise awareness
among faculty members and students to take action
and take charge of their own health. THU and
external public health agencies, medical institutes,
and community resource centers were invited to coorganize the fair and to offer free health check-ups,
consulting services, and other activities to faculty and
students. Services offered at the 2019 Health Fair
include: Dental check-ups, skincare consultation, pulse
diagnosis, hair health check, new sleep technologies,
drug safety, lung function, INBODY body composition
analyzer, and other consultations.

In 2017, THU declared itself a smoke-free campus
and initiated a series of measures to enforce the
no-smoking policy on campus. The university has
also made the conscious decision to not designate
smoking areas on campus. As the THU campus is
large and expansive, the Campus Tobacco Hazard
Prevention Team was established at the urging of
faculty and students to help progress necessary tasks
such as fostering a supportive environment, raising
awareness for personal health, reinforcing community
action, repositioning health services, diverse creative
marketing, etc.

Healthcare AI

▲ Tests and activities available to faculty and students

▲ Health consultations available to faculty and students
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THU, the Taichung Veterans General Hospital, and AI
Academy are joining forces by merging their healthcare
experts, big data on healthcare, AI technologies,
and computational resources together to construct a
co-development platform for smart healthcare. The
collaboration will be targeting four major aspects: talent
cultivation, research development, clinical applications,
and health care. The Cloud Innovation School at
THU develops courses to ensure talent cultivation
and with around 3500 medical professionals at the
Taichung Veterans General Hospital, THU believes
that collaborating with the hospital can help the Cloud
Innovation School in launching a smart healthcare
program that teaches problem-solving skills. Research
results may, hopefully, be integrated into the current
system and quality control SOP at Taichung Veterans
General Hospital for real clinical applications. In terms
of health care, it is hoped that research results may
be integrated with cloud platforms and IOT devices
developed by medical industries. The integration
can guarantee that real-time health information from
outpatients or the general public can be collected and
analyzed so that medical institutes may offer smart
health care services and thereby improve the health
and quality of living of Taiwanese people.

THU exhibited soft powers in the field of AI when it
was subsidized by the Industry Development Bureau
to organize the 2019th AI New Generation Talent
Training Program. A five-week program was launched
in collaboration with the Taichung Veterans General
Hospital and through pooling resources from the
Computer Science Department, Cloud Innovation
School, and the Business Development Department.

Community Health Advocacy Program
THU will be implementing USR inside of surrounding communities. Central topics to the program include food &
agriculture, age-friendliness, healthy diets, children and youth welfare, and air pollution. The program will be promoted
in tandem with another diet culture program at THU. Advocating for health and bringing it into communities is a way for
THU to make an impact on society and shape a better lifestyle for surrounding residents.
The launch ceremony of the Senior Smart Van was hosted on the afternoon of November 20, 2019 at THU's Wenli
Boulevard. Senior citizens from surrounding communities were invited to participate in the university's efforts to watch
out for senior's health. The Senior Smart Van can assess certain vital physiological data such as blood pressure, blood
oxygen level, body composition, grip strength, arrhythmia, balance, etc. As a van, it can offer flexible services and is not
limited to a certain location. With the instruments, equipment, and information platforms, senior workouts become more
effective and such events become more targeted.

▲ Taichung Veterans General Hospital, THU, and
AI Academy ventures into healthcare AI

▲ Senior citizens trying out an exercise machine at the Senior

▲ Senior citizens doing aerobics

Smart Van

▲ THU & Taichung Veterans General Hospital
Cultivating Healthcare AI Talents

▲ Senior citizens getting tested
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Rural Education-Digital Learning Partners

SDG4

Quality Education
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Over the past 12 years, Tunghai University Computer Center has been managing the Digital Learning Partners Program
launched by the Ministry of Education (MOE). The program is led by Dr. Yang Chao-Tung and operated by Professor
Lin Chi-Chau with the Computer Center Teaching Team. Under the program, more than 100 students from over 30 THU
departments travel to rural areas to teach information technologies to elementary school students. The companionship
between the two have helped both college and elementary school students improve during the process. In addition,
MOE praised THU as an outstanding model for its program and awarded a Certificate of Appreciation to THU for its
dedication to rural education.
Tunghai University was established with a Christian spirit, which emphasizes character, care and service education.
The Digital Learning Partners Program is the best practice. Students have always been very supportive of the program,
with many of them signing up to serve. Children in rural areas usually lack educational resources. Online tutoring
has shortened the gap in digital learning between urban and rural areas and partially removed the barriers of time
and distance. Thanks to the program, THU students are also get to learn how to take care of others and how to take
advantage of their own strengths. It’s a great chance for them to contribute to society during their college life.

▲ Elementary School Students in Class

▲ College Students Online Teaching Sites

▲ Elementary School Students Group Photo

▲ Meet at the National Museum of Natural Science

Tunghai Caring Camp

Lifelong Learning

Tunghai Caring Camp has been teaching college students to care for society and
to serve primary schools and communities in rural areas. On July 25, 2019, Tunghai
Caring Camp went to Zhongliao Township, Nantou to lead a camp with 221 students
from 6 schools. During the camp, students made friends with international students,
spoke English, learned legal knowledge and leadership. Having started in 2014, the
Tunghai Caring Camp now enters its sixth consecutive year. According to Professor Hsu
En-te, the advisor of the camp, volunteering training for the camp is held from March
to May of every year. Presidents and directors from elementary schools would instruct
students on designing lesson plans to teach elementary school students on how to
manage their pocket money.

THU Continuing Education Department has been focused on promoting lifelong
learning. For people, students and THU staff who are willing to develop a second skill
or have a strong learning interest, the department has set up three learning goals
for them: art appreciation, improvement and horizon broadening. It’s hoped that by
collaborating with the Senior Leaning School and Cloud Innovation School, THU could
help people to cultivate cross-disciplinary skills.
On March 30, 2018, THU Computer Center and the Continuing Education Department
cooperated with Amazon to launch a class called AWS Technical Essentials, providing
a training platform for businesses and IT personnel in central Taiwan.

▲ Tunghai Caring Camp (Photo: Yongkang Elementary School;
Journalists: Xiao Bo-yang, Chen Jun-shuo)

Public Recourses
The THU libraries, the Library and the Management College Library, are respectively
located at the west and the east entrances. It aims to provide THU staff and students
with a convenient learning and reading environment. In addition, THU is planning to
make the library available to the public; visitors can exchange their IDs to enjoy THU
library resources. The university also provides a cross-domain learning service system
on the library website where faculty, students, and the general public may access to
search for any online classes of interest.
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International Day of Women and Girls in Science

SDG5

In response to the International Day of Women and Girls in Science and to raise awareness for the career and
academic achievements of women and girls in science, THU invited Taichung Girls Senior High School and the
Affiliated High School of Tunghai University to celebrate the Day by participating in a series of science activities held
at 30 different train stations. On February 11, 2018, Taichung Girls Senior High School and Tunghai University held
“Taiwanese Girls Love Science” at the Taichung Station to highlight contributions of female scientists. In order to
encourage female students to learn science, surprise grab bags and key rings made by students were available for free
at the event. The event was held to attract people of different ages to enjoy science activities, encourage more women
into the field of science, and thereby advancing career development for women in science.

Gender Equality

Female Biologists Model Forum
Researcher Liu Xiao-ru from Academia Sinica and
Distinguished Professor Lin Hui-zhen from THU, who
are both alumni of THU, returned to school on October
22, 2019 for the Female Biologists Model Forum. At the
forum, they shared their work experience on ecological
conservation and showed their commitment to social
responsibilities. Since Liu was Lin’s student at THU, they
also talked about their university experience, their passion
towards research and nature, and the efforts they’ve made
to contribute to society.
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Parenting Allowance
In compliance with the government’s pro-natalist policies, Tunghai University has
formulated Regulations for Implementing Unpaid Parental Leave for Raising Children
for faculty and staff members at THU. Faculty and staff members who have served
at THU for more than 6 months are eligible for childcare leave without pay for each
birth; maternity leave will not be considered as part of childcare leave. The duration
of unpaid leave shall not be taken into account for performance assessments, salary
classification and retirement. The application for and extension of unpaid leave shall be
approved by the head of the unit through department meetings, and then be submitted
to the Personnel Office for the president's approval through administrative procedures.
Tunghai University offers tuition and miscellaneous fees reduction for its faculty and
staff, and has formulated regulations for reducing tuition and miscellaneous fees for the
Affiliated High School of Tunghai University. In short, children of THU faculty and staff
members are eligible for tuition reduction benefits at affiliated kindergarten, elementary,
junior, and senior high school.

Senior High School

NTD 3,000 in tuition discount per semester.

Junior High School

NTD 16,500 in tuition discount per semester.

Elementary School

NTD 26,019 in tuition discount per semester.

Kindergarten

NTD 4,000 in tuition discount per month; NTD 18,000 in tuition discount
per semester.
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Water Resource Management
Tap water and ground water are the primary water sources for Tunghai University. With water-efficient building designs,
water-efficient hardware, leakage control, and xeriscapes, the University has been able to reduce water consumption
and waste. Separate sewerage systems and reclaimed water from wastewater treatment plants have also allowed us to
reuse water resources. In order to raise awareness for water conservation, we're instituting environmental education to
faculty, students, and surrounding communities to help improve green literacy relating to water conservation

SDG6

Clean Water And
Sanitation

Water Reuse and Management
Raising Awareness
for Water
Resources

The University uses events, environmental education centers, and the Tunghai Farmer's Market to raise
awareness for water conservation in addition to other regular events. We hope that our efforts can raise
awareness for water conservation among students, faculty, and surrounding communities and that the
awareness can be translated into concrete actions

Water-efficient
Hardware

When acquiring equipment for university buildings, we prioritize products certified with a Water Conservation
Mark. This includes faucets, shower heads, toilets, taps, and water dispensers. Over 80% of our hardware
are certified with a Water Conservation Mark

Water-efficient
Building Design

Our buildings are designed in consideration of Taiwan's green building certification system (EEWH) and
equipped with equipment for water reclamation, recycling rainwater, and water conservation

Xeriscape

By planting low-water arbor, shrubs, and grass according to a university-wide landscape design, we've been
able to achieve significant reduction in water consumption

Recycling Water

We've equipped buildings with a recycling system for rainwater and water reclamation. The recycled water
will be used for flushing the toilet and to water lawns and plants

Leakage Control

We've replaced old pipelines to reduce potential leaks and also installed an alarm system in the water tank
that will send out warnings when the tank is nearly full to prevent leakage and waste

Wastewater
Treatment

We've set up three wastewater treatment plants to ensure effluents meet regulatory standards after
biochemical treatments; we also engage in water reclamation

Water Consumption

2017

2018

2019

Tap Water Consumption (tonnes) (a)

198,945

340,515

192,447

Ground Water Consumption (tonnes) (b)

547,500

525,000

510,000

Total Water Consumption (tonnes) (c)= (a) +(b)

746,445

865,515

702,447

Total Water Reclamation (tonnes) (d)

41,970

84,954

61,019

Note: Does not include faculty/staff housing
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Water Conversation on Campus
Water-efficient Building Design

Water Efficient Hardware

Water-efficient building designs are a critical part in making water management
a reality. Our buildings are designed in consideration of Taiwan's green building
certification system (EEWH). We've improved the three major indicators of soil-water
retention, water resources, and garbage & sewage improvement to ensure that the
building can retain water and thereby prevent floods. Water-efficient hardware has been
installed and we recycle rainwater and reclaimed water to become more water-efficient.
Separate systems for rainwater and wastewater can also help increase the reuse value
of rainwater and reduce wastewater treatment load. The University currently has two
outsourced projects under construction: The General Activities Building and Student
Dormitory (both temporary names). They will respectively receive a Silver Level and
Qualified Level according to the EEWH certification system upon completion.

Relevant Water Conservation
Indicators

Measures

Soil-water Retention Indicators

Water retention, infiltration & soil-water storage, and
flood prevention

Water Conservation Indicators

Water-efficient hardware and recycling rainwater &
reclaimed water

Garbage & Sewage Improvement Indicators

Separate systems for rainwater and wastewater

Dual-flush
Toilets - Floor
Level/ Eastern

Faucet
with Water
Conservation
Mark

Shower Head
with Water
Conservation
Mark

Dual-flush
Toilets

Automatic
Flush Urinals
with Water
Conservation
Mark

Total Installed
Units

153 rooms

1,468

1,176

140 rooms

115

Units with Water
Conservation
Marks

119 rooms

1,286

951

118 rooms

95

Water-saving
Equipment/ Total
Equipment

78%

87%

81%

84％

82％

Xeriscape
The University is located on the hillsides of the Dadu Mountain where native flora
flourish. When drafting construction plans, we consciously chose to retain the native
flora, which consisted of a total of 15,000 trees that don't require additional watering.
As of now, we've planted around 37 different species and total of 10,880 units of lowwater arbor, shrubs, and lawns, exceeding 72% of our total landscapes.
Trees currently cover around 4282,071 m2 or 36% of the University's campus. By
designing xeriscape pockets, we've been able to reduce 0.00225 tonnes per week and
56,402 tonnes per year in water consumption for each square meter.

▲ General Activities Building - EEWH Silver Level

▲ Student Dormitory - EEWH Qualified Level

▲ Chinese Banyan

▲ Taiwan Acacia

▲ Oleander
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Sewage Treatment and Control
Wastewater Treatment
The University is situated close to water reserves and is
equipped with a sewage collection & treatment system
as well as three dedicated wastewater treatment plants.
Domestic sewage exits the campus buildings and
enters the wastewater treatment plant through sewers.
Once there, the sewage undergoes bio-chemical
treatment. The plant will measure the flow of a portion
of the treated wastewater and then discharge to
receiving waters. The remaining waters will be recycled
as reclaimed water and used for watering lawns.

Building

College of Management Wastewater Treatment Plant T02

Student Dormitories - Wastewater
Treatment Plant T03

Tennis Courts - Wastewater
Treatment Plant T01

Design Capacity

216

480

328

Actual Capacity

7,956

25,773

27,290

Wastewater Treatment Process at THU
Mixed waste
water

Trash rack

Discharge channel

Secondary
sedimentation tank
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Parshall
measuring sink

Lawn irrigation

Release water

Sludge trough

UV sterilizer

Intermediate
pumping well

Recycled water
Sludge
block

sludge

Primary
sedimentation tank

Leveling pool

Discharge water
monitoring tank

There are 20 tons
of water per day
ecycling for
stadium lawn
irrigation
Primary
sedimentation tank

Aeration sand settling
oil pumping tank

Sludge
dewatering
machine

ﬁltrate

Sludge
Temporary Area

Outsourcing
clearance handling

Filtrate
pumping well

Leveling pool

Contact
oxidation pool

Secondary
sedimentation
tank

Impact on the Community's Water Resources
Free Drinking Water
Wastewater discharge standard

SS

COD

BOD

Regulatory standard

30

100

30

Influent raw sewage

1.6

71.4

15.4

Treated effluent

<1.5

28

6.1

Water Pollution Control
The University is committed to controlling its output of water pollution through design,
management, and technologies. Our efforts can be seen through our measures
to manage water quality monitoring, drinking water, liquid waste from laboratories,
wastewater collection and treatment, separate sewerage systems for rainwater and
wastewater, and pipeline management.

The University is committed to creating a friendly campus environment. We offer our
students, faculty, staff, community residents, and visitors with free drinking water
from over 249 water dispensers across the campus. To ensure the safety and quality
of the drinking water we provide, contractors will do regular check-ups on the water
dispensers. We also have interns that will check administrative and education buildings
from time to time. Student dormitories will be inspected by the Dorm Division.
According to the drinking water management standards, total coliform count must be
less than 6 CFU/100ml. We will sample and test drinking water from water dispensers
every three months and post results on the dispenser to offer safe drinking waters.
We are also committed to water and energy conservation. All water dispensers in
administrative buildings and some in education buildings have timers to turn it off during
times of low-use (12:00 A.M. to 6:00 A.M.) for energy conservation.

Water Education and Awareness
˙Training for Certifications: Since 1989, the University has been offering trainings
for Class A and Class B certifications of Dedicated Wastewater and Sewage
Treatment Specialists to paying students. We've had 600 trainees in the past three
years.

Measures for Water Pollution Control
Item

Methods
˙Introduced separate sewerage systems for rainwater and wastewater into campus
buildings

Design

˙Tap water reservoirs are designed to be 30 cm from ground level to prevent
contamination from other sources of pollution. Water reservoirs are also designed to
be far from septic tanks
˙Pipelines are designed in different colors to prevent installing the wrong pipelines

Water
Environment
Education

˙ THU EcoCamp: An ecocamp for high schoolers organized by the Center of
Ecology and Environment, Tunghai University in collaboration with the Department
of Life Science and laboratories. The camp is designed to improve green literacy;
it allows high school students the opportunity to observe aquatic insects from
campus creeks and calculate the water's FBI (Family-level biotic index).
˙ Farmer's Market: We've taken advantage of unused campus space to host
our Farmer's Market and to offer ecosystem and water environment courses
relating to the six major modules. The biweekly event will include 2-3 ecosystem
workshops or lectures that is open to the public in hopes of raising awareness for
the environment.

˙Concentrated liquid wastes from laboratories are managed centrally at a temporary
storage location to be handed over to certified treatment facilities
Management

˙Diluted liquid waste from laboratories will be treated by special wastewater treatment
plants that are dedicated to treating chemical waste. After the treated effluent reaches
regulatory standards, it will be discharged
˙Contractors will regularly check and maintain drinking waters
˙Tap waters are treated by water purification and filtration processes at the water
company and meet drinking water standards

Technology

˙Prepare equipment prior to installing groundwater equipment
˙Established dedicated wastewater treatment plants and installed wastewater collection
& treatment systems to ensure effluents meet regulatory standards

▲ THU EcoCamp - Nighttime Ecological Observation
at Tunghai Lake

▲ THU EcoCamp - Using A D-Shaped Net to
Capture Aquatic Insect
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˙Environmental Education Program: The College of Science has launched the
Environmental Education Program in support of the Environmental Education
Act. The 25-credit (7 mandatory credits & 18 elective credits) program is
available to all students and will help students obtain the Environmental
Education Administrator Certificate.

Raising
Awareness
for Water
Resources

˙ Campus Exhibits: We hosted the Ecology．Green Energy．Sustainability
exhibit with help from the Tunghai University Art Gallery. All students and
faculty members were invited to participate and consider environmental
problems from different perspectives. Topics covered include the Tunghai
University Campus Creek Environment & Surrounding Environments
Improvement Project and "demonstrating the use of AI to optimize water quality
and environment in the Tunghai campus lake."
˙Center for Ecology and Environment: The Tunghai Creek Water Culture &
Ecosystem Education Center is certified by the EPA as an environmental
education facility. The center presents information on creek water culture,
culture, diverse species, and ecosystems. There are four recommended visit
routes inside the center and is available to the public as part of our efforts to
advance environmental education.

Water
Conservation
Outside of THU

Technologies
for Water
Access

˙Taichung East Creek: A night market located at the upstream of East Creek
discharges domestic sewage to the water body, thereby heavily polluting the
creek, affecting aquatic ecologies, and impacting surrounding areas to the
school. The East Creek Remediation Project is spearheaded by the Water
Resources Bureau of the Taichung City Government and THU will be offering
its land for the project. The project is set to receive NTD 260 million in funding
where faculty and students will be devoting themselves to basin investigation.
Private and public sectors will also be collaborating to remediate the creek.
˙ Hsinchu Touqian River: Students from the Davinci Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Center visits Touqian River in Hsinchu to participate in
ecological surveys, cultural and historical investigations and research,
and building data platforms. Participating students also serve as teaching
assistants, hosting workshops to educate residents on how they can use their
phones to capture the ecosystem and upload pictures to iNaturalist.

˙ Water Reclamation with Microalgaes: Chair Professor Chang Chai-hsiu,
Dean of the College of Engineering, Tunghai University, is leading a group of
engineering professors with multi-disciplinary talents to build a new teaching
and research team on Smart Sustainable Circular Economy. The team has
a demo site where they can set up an algae pond system for wastewater
treatment. The algae pond will be used specifically for treating effluents from a
dairy plant to produce reclaimed water.

 East Creek Remediation - Ecological
Survey and Research by THU

 Hsinchu Touqian River - Students

Helping Community Residents to Take
Picture of Their Natural Environments
with Their Phones

▲ Ecology．Green Energy．Sustainability Exhibit at THU
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Local: THU and the Taichung City Government signed a Letter of Intent for
Collaborating to Improve Water Environment, committing to remediating East
Creek's water quality.
Regional: The Davinci Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center and the Taiwan
Initiatives and
Collaboration

Academy of Ecology worked together to implement the "Touqian River Ecological
Survey, Cultural & Historical Research, and Establishment of a Data Platform"
organized by the Bureau of Environmental Protection of the Hsinchu City
Government.

National: Jointly initiated "Rivers Day" with the 3rd River Management Office, WRA
and organized the National Rivers Day Forum.

Global: Since 2000, the THU Center for Ecology and Environment has been
co-organizing a field oceanology course each year with the National Taiwan
University, University of the Ryukyus, Bogor Agricultural University, Prince of
Songkla University, and the Biodiversity Research Center of Academia Sinica.
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Energy Management
Energy Efficiency Enhancement

SDG7

Affordable And
Clean Energy

ISO 50001 (2018) energy management system is imported by THU as its overall energy-saving and carbon emission
reduction management tool on campus where the system’s energy evaluation procedures are used to identify the
University’s inefficient use and waste of energy and set up improvement programs. In addition, the iCEMS and iGEMS
systems are also developed to monitor and gather campus buildings and data centers’ power consumption data and in
turn draw up improvement plans.
In terms of overall energy efficiency enhancement, “energy saving measures on campus buildings”, “data centers”, and
“power supply quality” are THU’s three main area of focus. We adopt Taiwan’s green building evaluation and certification
system as the standard for increasing the buildings’ energy efficiency, and newly-constructed buildings are to apply
for green building certifications. As for data centers, apart from setting up the iGEMS system, energy consumption
reduction is achieved through host machine virtualization and uninterruptable power system replacements.

THU Energy Management Practices
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Energy saving
measures
for campus
buildings

‧Green building certification: Buildings currently under construction are to be evaluated and certified by Taiwan’s green
building certification system (EEWH) upon completion, while existing buildings on campus are to adopt the same system
as their standard for energy efficiency enhancement measures.
‧Energy saving facilities: Lighting facilities (lighting fixtures), air conditioning system, toilet facilities and water heaters
in old buildings are replaced with high-efficiency equipment and products that are certified with energy or eco-friendly
labels.
‧Monitoring system: With the iCEMS system in place, digital electricity meters are installed across all campus buildings
to gather power consumption data, understand power consumption of each building and in turn identify areas for energy
saving improvements, and finally implement energy saving measures.
‧Monitoring system: With the iCEMS system in place, digital electricity meters are installed across all campus buildings
Power management and control: Power management and control system is installed across all classrooms, where
electric equipment such as digitalized lecterns, air conditioning, and lighting, are monitored and managed to save
energy effectively.
‧Maintenance: Air conditioning are maintained and filters washed on a regular basis; air conditioning temperature is set
to 26°C.

Data centers

‧Power management in data centers: The iGEMS system is developed to gather power consumption data of data center
equipment, identify high power consumption equipment, lower overall power consumption, and to improve the data
centers’ Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE).

Power supply
quality

‧Electricity losses: Replace high voltage power supply system to avoid electric losses during transmission so that power
usage effectiveness is increased.

THU Energy Consumption

2017

Total energy consumption(kWh)

2018

2019

18,719,000

17,571,200

16,945,000

323,090

343,065

329,170

Total gasoline consumption (L)

8,571

9,490

16,401

Total diesel consumption (L)

8,582

9,038

14,908

238,375

238,375

238,375

3

Total gas consumption(M )

2

Total campus floor area(M )

Energy saving measures for Campus Buildings
▲ iCEMS system

Energy saving measures for campus buildings plays a key role in our energy
management. The University adopts EEWH, the green building certification system
used in Taiwan, to ensure the buildings comply with the systems’ energy saving
evaluation parameters (e.g. building envelop, air conditioning, and lighting) and deliver
energy saving benefits. The University currently has two outsourced projects under
construction: The General Activities Building and Student Dormitory (both temporary
names). They will each receive a Silver Level and Qualified Level according to the
EEWH certification system upon completion. As for the existing buildings on campus,
to meet the indicators set by EEWH, energy-efficient improvement programs are
first implemented on the lighting and air conditioning systems. Currently, 80% of the
equipment used in the two systems are certified with energy labels.

Lighting

Air
Conditioning

PC

Refrigerators

Total number of facilities(a)

27,284

3,214

6,895

306

Total number of energy-efficient
facilities (b)

22,100

2,666

6,172

232

81%

82%

89%

76%

Major facilities
used in THU

▲ iGEMS system

Installation rate of energy-efficient
facilities (c)= (b)/ (a)
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Energy Impact
Renewable Energy

Government Policies on Low-Carbon or Clean Energy

THU uses solar, wind, and micro hydropower for renewable electricity generation,
averaging an electricity production of 17,506 kWh annually. The University plans to set
up a solar power generation system with an electricity generating capacity of 800 kWp
on the rooftop of eight campus buildings—CKS Memorial Auditorium, Library, Student
Residence Halls No. 72 and 73, College of Management, Department of Chemical &
Materials Engineering Building, Science & Technology Building, and the Pilot Plant of
Food—in 2021.

On renewable energy technology developments,
a cross-university research team of “Emergent
Renewable Energy for Next Generation” funded
by Associate Professor Wang Di-Yan (Tunghai
University Department of Chemistry), Professor
Chen Chun-Wei (Taiwan University), and Professor
Hwang Bing-Joe (Taiwan University of Science and
Technology) reported an unprecedented success
on the integration of graphene and silicon for solarto-hydrogen energy conversion. The development
is expected to produce renewable energy batteries
featuring superior solar absorptance to that of
existing products by 20%. The team’s research
finding was recently published in the international
journal Advanced Energy Materials.

Renewal Energy Consumption (kWh)

2017

2018

2019

17,506.80

17,506.80

17,506.80

Carbon Management
Since the establishment of the greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory working group in
2012, the “eco-friendly vanguard team” comprised of students under the guidance
of the head of the Department of Environmental Science and Engineering has been
conducting campus GHG inventory. All units and offices work closely with the team
in inventory operations to concisely calculate the school’s GHG inventory data and
emissions. In 2013, we attained the ISO 14064-1 GHG certification through external
audit and set the year as the baseline year. Since then, we have been complying
with ISO 14064-1 guidelines based on thorough self-management and information
disclosure.

Boundaries of Tunghai University Carbon Inventory
Category 1

CO2/CH4/N2O
Gas stove

: Direct emissions

CO2
Alcohol burner

CH4/N2O
Septic tank

HFCs
Water chiller

(ethanol)

(refrigerant)

Emergency diesel
generator

Acetylene cylinder

Refrigerator

Transportation vehicle

Fire extinguisher

(acetylene)

(gasoline & diesel fuel)

(refrigerant)

Freezer

(refrigerant)

(carbon dioxide)

Agricultural machinery
(gasoline & diesel fuel)

Waste disposal

Energy-consuming appliances (electricity)
Category 2:

Indirect emission
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Outsourced
transportation
vehicle

TAIPOWER

CO2 /CH4/N2O

Campus boundary

Category 3:

Other indirect emissions

Faculty and staff
housing

CO2/CH4 /N2O

▲ Professor Chen Chun-Wei (left) and
Associate Professor Wang Di-Yan (right)
attended the orientation at the Ministry of
Science and Technology. (Photo source:
Economic Daily News)

Upgrading Industrial Energy Efficiency and Services
At the AI Cloud Platform and Application Services
Development Forum organized by Chunghwa
Telecom, Professor Yang Chao-Tung of Tunghai
University shared Tunghai University’s experiences
in innovative cloud technology applications on
campus in areas including smart services, smart
management, daily life information, smart learning,
and smar t environment. Cogent technology
application, hardware and software support, as
well as impactful services, are strictly implemented.
Through user-friendly graphic interfaces, students
and faculty members can easily access information
on transportation, air quality, learning management,
etc. The school administration has also achieved
outstanding results in smart energy conservation.

▲ Professor Yang Chao-Tung (far left)
shared Tunghai University’s cloud-based
smart green energy management system
at the forum.

Offering Startups Assistance in Low-carbon Economy and Technology
Innovation
Professor Chang Jo-Shu, also Chair of the College of Engineering at Tunghai
University, is dedicated to the study of microalgae to reduce CO2 emission and develop
recycle-based biological carbon fixation, biomass energy, and biorefinery technologies.
It is the most natural and non-polluting carbon reduction method. Moreover, microalgal
biomass generated from carbon reduction can be further utilized in the production of
third-generation biofuels and other high-value products. In collaboration with China
Steel Corporation, CPC Corporation, Industrial Technology Research Institute, Stone
& Resource Industry R&D Center in Hualien, Greenyn Biotechnology Corporation,
Central Farm, and Nanoplous Tech, we have developed technologies for microalgal
CO2 reduction using flue gas, microalgal biomass production, and the production of
high-value microalgae products, e.g. colorant, DHA, EPA, aquafeeds, etc. In addition,
we have successfully established an innovative circular economy using animal
husbandry wastewater based on extraordinary academic and industrial collaborative
experiences.

Enhancing Community Energy Efficiency
Through public-private collaboration, Tunghai University and Taichung City Government
launched the “Dongda River Water Environment and Neighboring Area Environmental
Improvement Project”. It is a joint effort made to environmental education by installing
a micro hydropower system and trails for environmental education. As students stroll
along Dongda River and appreciate the scenic waterfront, they can be educated on the
landscape, as well as the importance of ecological conservation.

▲ Micro hydropower system installed at Dongda River

▲ Circular Economy developed by THU
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Career Counseling

SDG8

Decent Work And
Economic Growth

Career counseling at THU starts from exploring different careers, increasing self-awareness in students, encouraging
students to make active behavioral changes, and developing awareness to the importance of career development.
THU was awarded a gold medal for Outstanding Career Counseling Results category in the 2019/2020 College Career
Counseling Review.

‧Career counseling is offered at the college-level where each college will offer courses related to career
counseling. Completion rate at THU is at 90%.
‧Over 40 teachers (including staff members) have been certified by the Career Personality Aptitude
System (CPAS) and can serve as career counselors.
‧The inter-disciplinary mentor system for career counseling can assist students, seniors, and graduates
in transitioning into the workplace. The system currently covers 92% of the university.

The Corporate Mentor program will be entering into its eighth year and now welcomes over hundreds of alumni,
professionals, and corporate mentors from Taiwan or even abroad. Corporate mentors will take advantage of their
own job experiences to instruct students and help them achieve outstanding performances in their future careers.
The EMBA program at THU has officially formed a corporate mentor society to offer a series of training from August to
November 2019 at the EMBA classroom for alumni volunteering to serve as mentors. Trainings are aimed at helping
mentors identify their strengths and to offer professional and heart-felt support to students accordingly.

▲ Corporate Mentors and Mentees
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Safeguarding Labor Rights

Friendly Work Environment

THU is advocating a Friendly Campus to ensure that faculty, staff, and students can be
safe from bias and attacks based on religion, faith, gender, and age. The university has
also established a Gender Equality Committee and Grievance Committee to monitor
any biases or inequality on campus and help resolve any problems.

THU regularly hosts a workshop for the administrative staff as a welcome to the new
school year. The workshop will include announcements on university development
and administrative work before the school year begins. At the end of the workshop,
President Wang Mao-Jiun usually meets with supervisors and their staff to
communicate, interact, and share experiences.

THU has established measures for supplier management with all suppliers, contractors,
and subcontractors to build a comprehensive collaborative partnership with suppliers
but also manage the partnerships. According to Article 14 of the measures, suppliers
shall guarantee that they are in compliance with Occupational Safety and Health Act,
Safety and Health of Construction Facility Standards, and other regulations relating to
fire safety and electrical safety. Compliance with relevant regulations can help ensure
the safety of employees and workers.
THU has formulated payroll policies for faculty, staff, and employees (including
contracted employees) at THU. Remuneration will be adjusted according to position
and seniority and will not be impacted by gender, race or ethnicity.

▲ President Wang Mao-Jiun talking to supervisors and staff members
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Industry-Academia Collaboration
Steel and Metal AI Strategic Alliance

SDG9

Industry, Innovation
And Infrastructure

In face of the AI era, Tunghai University (THU), Taiwan Steel
Metal Management Association (TSMMA), and Microsoft
AI R&D Center come together to form the “Steel and Metal
AI Strategic Alliance” in hopes of pushing for Intelligent
Transformation in the steel and metal industry. The Alliance’s
Establishment ceremony was held at THU in the afternoon
on December 23rd, 2019. In addition, THU jointly formed a
“national steel and metal AI team” with five key players in
the steel and metal industry. Through borrowing expertise
and experience from gathering research potential and
momentum of THU’s AI Center, and international-level
technology provided by local software companies, THU
along with the five key players in the industry, namely Victor
Taichung, Tai-Wa Precise Technique, Machan International,
Bliksen Co., Ltd., and Ju-Jiang Science are to work out the
solution for the industry’s Intelligent Transformation so to
realize substantial industrial transformation.

THU’s Cloud Innovation Alliance
Working with suppliers and industry insiders in the six
industrial parks in Taichung—Central Taiwan Science
Park, Taichung Industrial Park, Taichung City Precision
Machinery Innovation Technology Park, Dali Industrial Park,
and Feng Chou Hi-tech Industrial Park, THU established
Cloud Innovation Alliance. Such efforts aim to push for
industrial transformation and development among industries
in Taichung, and to provide gap-bridging opportunities for
students to realize their dreams and goals through internship
programs and community work. The Alliance also aims
to build an AI and IoT learning environment and setting
up an interactive experience field to increase students’
learning motivation, establishing AI platforms and fostering
digital transformation by assisting business in applying
technologies such as IoT, cloud computing, big data, and AI.
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▲ Steal and Metal AI Strategic Alliance; Wang Mao-jiun, President of
THU (fifth from left).

University Spin-off Companies
There are currently five university spin-off companies, three of which were established
in 2016 to 2019. As a comprehensive university, besides having academic education
as the focus of teaching development, practical experience at THU is equally
indispensable. This is the role of spin-off businesses—a place for departments to put
theory into practice.

▲ LUCE Co., Ltd.

▲ Tunghai International
Consultant Co., Ltd.

▲ THU’s Little White House

LUCE Co., Ltd, established after 18 months of planning and coordination, is the
brainchild of the University’s vice president Chan Chia-chung and several THU EMBA
alumni that share the same ambition and goals. The company’s future blueprint,
similarly, is drawn and consulted by various interdisciplinary experts from the University,
including the vice president, deans, and professors. The company is to serve as the
platform for cross-department collaboration and industry-academia collaboration, a
provider of student internship programs, and a hub for connecting the University’s
alumni. In the future, parts of the company’s revenue will be allocated for charity efforts
to improve the University’s public image. Moreover, in addition to donating 10% of its
shares to the University, LUCE will also be donating 20% of its annual surplus revenue
to the University, which is a boost to THU’s finances.

Income generated from Industry-Academia
Collaboration
With the THU Industry Collaboration and Incubation Center, Tung Hai University
Innovation Entrepreneurship, and the Davinci Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center
in place, a comprehensive “Entrepreneurial Ecosystem” is consequently formed at
the University where pre-incubation and post-incubation resources are integrated. In
addition, a co-learning and co-creation platform is established to cultivate talents, where
students and faculties alike are able to conduct industry-academia collaboration and
undergo innovation and entrepreneurship projects. For instance, the Davinci Innovation
and Entrepreneurship Center has been hosting networking sessions, agenda-based
hackathons and workshops on various topics to promote and foster Innovation and
Entrepreneurship projects and industry-academia collaborations. Over the past five
years, a steady annual increase in the income generated from industry-academia
collaboration is witnessed: In 2019, the income reached more than 300 million NTD.

Item

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Income generated from
Industry-Academia
Collaboration
(10 thousand NTD)

26,271

23,642

26,082

29,980

30,826

▲ The founding of LUCE Co., Ltd.
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Gender Equity Education Committee

SDG10

Reduced Inequalities

Gender Equity Education Committee was established by Tunghai University in 2002 and the Tunghai University Articles
of the Gender Equity Committee (hereinafter referred to as Committee) was approved by the University Affairs Meeting
in December 2004. The Office of Secretariat is responsible for Committee affairs and the Committee is comprised of
twenty-one members: ex officio members of the Committee include the School President, Dean of Academic Affairs,
Dean of Student Affairs, Dean of General Affairs, Director of the Personnel Office, Chief Secretary and Director of
Student Counseling Center; other members include five faculty representatives, four staff representatives and five
student representatives with gender equity awareness. At least half of the Committee members shall be women.
Strategies

Measures

Robust gender equity
education team

˙Strengthen organization meetings and operations through 4 teams that respectively target learning environment and

Building a genderblind environment to
safeguard personal
safety

Continue raising
awareness through
gender equity education
Deploy sexual
harassment/ assault
prevention programs

resources, teaching materials and education, prevention programs, and cases involving gender equity on campus.

˙Foster a gender-inclusive learning environment and workplace.
˙Assist faculty members in balancing work and family life and providing support systems to family caregivers.
˙Set up lactation rooms, handicap parking, and maternity parking; offer day care services by commissioning a
certified third-party child care provider.

˙Regularly maintain safety equipment, update lighting equipment, and build robust security systems.
˙Established 21 campus zones as safety zones of responsibility.
˙Host lectures for administrative staff, workshops for new teachers, and lectures on gender equity education, sexual
assault, sexual harassment or sexual bullying.

˙Safeguard gender equity for faculty, staff, and students through the Guidelines for Gender Equity Education.
˙Strengthen the capacity of faculty and students to report and handle sexual harassments or sexual assaults.
˙Invite experts, scholars, and gender equity lawyers to jointly investigate harassment or assault on campus..
˙Sexual harassment and sexual assault prevention campaigns are carried out through campus events, campus

guidelines, campus safety e-news, All-out Defense Education Military Training for freshmen, and crisis management
training.

Gender equity education
curriculum, teaching,
and research

˙Plan and launch courses on gender awareness training.
˙Encourage faculty and students to produce gender equity literature and award research programs focusing on

Participate in community
outreach programs for
gender equity education

˙Encourage faculty members to participate in gender equity events held by outside organizations.
˙Subsidize on or off campus events, such as women's film festivals, with gender equity funding.

gender equity.

Supporting Disabled Students
Since 2002, THU has been offering a special education program equipped with full-time counselors to help and assist
disabled students with problems and stressors relating to life, school, mental health, and employment. The special
education program offers all necessary assisted learning equipment and a space for disabled students to study, relax,
and interact with other students. The program is aimed at helping disabled students adapt to university life and build
strong human connections.
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Counseling Services Offered by the Special Education Program
1 Peer Support: Students with serious disabilities will be offered services such as reading, recording, note-taking, assisted living, and companionship.
Living

2 Internships: Internships will be offered to low-income students or students that want to work. The work would include operations and management

of the special education program and serving students with serious disabilities.

3 Emotional Support: The special education program extends emotional support to disabled students and helps build a social network.
1 Individual Counseling: Students are offered individual counseling tailored to their personalities and problems to help resolve any issues encountered by the student.
Counseling

2 Group Counseling: The health center hosts various group or workshops each semester.
3 Psychological Tests: The health center offers various psychological tests for personality traits, interests/ sexuality, mental health/adaptation, interpersonal elationships, etc.
1 Tutoring: Students that require learning assistance will be tutored by teachers or upperclassmen.

Academic

2 Regular Meetings: Meetings are held regularly each semester to formulate viable counseling strategies through group discussions and experience sharing.
3 Library Resources: The special education program classroom subscribes to various magazines/ newspapers and purchase books/ DVDs for students in the program.
1 Freshmen Transition: Transition counseling meetings for disabled freshmen students are hosted every school year to understand each student's needs.

Transition

2 Transition into Workplace: Transition counseling meetings for graduating students with disabilities are hosted every school year to offer employment information

and subsequent support for job searches.

Social
Adjustment

1

Meetups: Meetups are regularly held during the semester to encourage teacher/student and student/student interactions.

2

Self-empowerment: Events encouraging self-empowerment are hosted every semester to encourage disabled students to step into the great outdoors and work together.

3

Service Learning: Meetups and disability camps are hosted regularly at the elementary division to offer disabled students the opportunity to engage in service learning.

4

Intercollegiate Events: Joint events with special education programs from other colleges are regularly hosted to help expand the social networks of disabled students and
special education staff members.

5

Clubs and Societies: Students in the special education program founded the DSRC to offer disabled students the opportunity to learn leadership and communication skills.

Accessible Campus
THU attaches great importance to serving disabled students and offering accessible
learning on campus. To such ends, an Accessible Campus Committee was established
and included professors from the Department of Architecture and Department of
Landscape Architecture as well as disabled student representatives. Meetings
were regularly convened at the Office of General Affairs to discuss topics relating to
accessible campus and annual budgets were compiled to make improvements to
living halls, classrooms, and other spaces that disabled students would commonly
frequent. The Office of General Affairs is currently responsible for making the campus
more accessible to disabled students. Faculty and students can make suggestions on
the Construction and Maintenance System to help create a more accessible learning
environment.

School Year

2019/2020
School Year

No

Project

Status

1

Accessible elevator construction for the
College of Fine Arts and Creative Design

Application submitted for government grants

2

Redrawing parking spaces in front of the
Men's Dining Hall

Construction completed

3

Accessible toilet for the Men's Dining Hall

Requested to management at the Men's Dining Hall

4

Accessibility ramp for the 30th Men's Living
Hall

Construction and Maintenance has been requested
to put up a sign to detail THU plans

5

Uneven surfaces at the 7th Men's Living Hall

Construction completed

6

Doors to accessible rooms at the Women's
Living Hall are not wide enough

Construction completed

7

Ponding in front the Women's Living Hall

Construction and Maintenance has been requested
to draft improvement plans

8

Evaluating accessible elevators for the
Student Activity Center

Construction and Maintenance has been requested
to draft improvement plans
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Friendly Campus
Historic Sites & Historical Buildings at THU
National monuments, city monuments, historical buildings, and cultural landscapes on campus are available to the
public for free. Some sites require prior appointments before visiting. THU will be maintaining campus architecture
and landscapes of cultural importance in pursuant to cultural heritage conservation procedures to help the public
understand the beauty of THU architectures.

SDG11

Sustainable Cities And
Communities

Historic Sites & Buildings at THU
Luce Chapel

National Monument & Taichung City Monument

Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Saturday

Priest Bell Tower

Taichung City Monument

Open 24H

Historical Art Gallery

Historical Building

By Appointment

Wesley House

Historical Building

Open Tuesdays and Thursdays

Wenli Boulevard

Campus Cultural Landscape

Open 24H

 National Monument - Luce Chapel
(Top 10 Significant 20th Century Buildings
from around the Globe)

▲ Campus Cultural Landscape - Wenli Boulevard
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▲ Priest Bell Tower

▲ Historical Art Gallery
(Photo: Chien-Chung Chao)

Library
All THU libraries, Library and Management College Library, are open to the public
for free; visitors can exchange their IDs to enjoy THU library resources. Each floor is
equipped with accessible bathrooms and water dispensers for public use. Elevators
are also available for transporting books and for disabled students.
Library Collection
Number of Seats
Book Collection (Book)
Journals
Available E-resources (exc. E-journals)
Audiovisual Materials (pcs)

2017

2018

2019

1,502

1,400

1,448

1,066,950

1,081,405

1,093,470

62,094

67,095

77,540

692,124

801,776

871,207

53,916

52,821

52,558

▲ Tunghai University Art Gallery - Puppet and I: 35 Years
of Shadow Puppetry at THU

▲ Tunghai No. 43 - Exhibit

Art Space
THU houses many art spaces for exhibition with the Tunghai University Art Gallery
being the preeminent space. Other micro-spaces include the Tunghai No. 43 Art
Space, A+ Art Space in the Fine Arts Building, and Juanelva Rose Hall Art Space.
All art spaces are available for THU faculty, students, and residents from surrounding
communities and offers a place where everyone can enjoy in and engage with art for
free.
The Tunghai University Art Gallery was established in May 1994 and was the first art
gallery to be founded by a Central Taiwan university. THU regularly launches eight to
ten exhibits each semester and arranges guides for specific exhibits.
Tunghai No. 43 Art Space mainly hosts exhibits curated by students but will also host
other art events such as creative workshops and markets. Tunghai No.43 transcends its
role as a breeding ground for creativity and art to also serve as a place for leisure. We
hope that the space can work with surrounding industries to become a leisure culture
industry cluster.
Juanelva Rose Hall Art Space is located in the basement of the College of Social
Sciences Building and is a space where fine arts students can exhibit their works. The
Department of Fine Arts is responsible for scheduling, planning, management, student
exhibits for evaluations, graduation exhibits, etc. Creative student exhibits are held here
during the semester.

▲ THU Art and Culture Map
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Open Campus Spaces
Since its establishment, THU has planned and
designed the campus to be open to the public. With
the exception of traffic control at the two gates, all
other gates are open 24/7. Campus green spaces (inc.
native forests & landscapes) account for 80% of the
campus to offer local residents, visitors, and domestic/
international tourists the opportunity to take advantage
of open spaces, green spaces, and leisure facilities.
THU has also established measures for outdoor areas
to make sports facilities, campus avenues, farms,
lakeside lawns, Sunshine Lawn, Moonlight Lawn, and
other green spaces available to organizations and
agencies for competitions, road runs, walks, and leisure
activities. The cows, deer, peacocks, and other adorable
animals on the farm also makes our campus an ideal
outdoor education destination for kindergartens and
elementary schools. Each year, there are an estimated
6 road runs and walking events, 10 ballgames and
sports events, and 20 outdoor education events hosted
by organizations and agencies on THU campus.
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▲ Visitors on the Church Lawn 1

▲ Visitors on the Church Lawn 2

▲ Visitors on the Church Lawn 3

▲ Events on the Eastern Lakeside Lawn

▲ Road Run Event on the Eastern Lakeside Lawn

▲ Walking Event on the Eastern Lakeside Lawn

▲ Farm Cows

▲ Peacock Shed

▲ Deer Park

Outside Performances
Each year, THU hosts annual concerts and performances by our six major ensembles
(Symphony Orchestra, the Wind Ensemble, the Electronic Organ Symphonic Orchestra,
the Opera Workshop, the Chorus, and the Percussion Ensemble). In addition to regular
concerts and performances, we also invite famous Taiwanese or foreign musicians to
perform at THU. The Department of Music collaborates with local hospitals (Taichung
Veterans General Hospital) to offer music classes at their daycare centers as well. In
the 2018/2019 school year (August 2018), THU founded Taiwan's first Master's program
for music therapy. Faculty members would regularly bring students to local communities
(high schools) for musical performances and events. Since September 2019, students
have been visiting dementia patients at the Taichung Veterans General Hospital
Daycare Center to improve their quality of living. Practicum courses will also take
students into local kindergartens for musical events. Students will help kindergarten
teachers with any troubled or special needs students and/or invite special needs
children to THU for musical therapy (3 sessions/semester).

2017
Chorus - Events

3

Theater Troupes - Events
Ensembles - Events

2018

4

2

7

2

8

12

7

Concerts - Events

31

40

47

Faculty Concerts - Events

34

53

44

Total Performances

78

114

104

2017

2018

▲ Performing Wagner's Götterdämmerung

▲ Taiwan-Korea Flute Recital (THU Flute Choir)

2019

Library Expenses (NTD)

76,744,927

66,616,738

65,567,002

Art Expenses (NTD)

33,975,004

21,233,909

31,011,944

Architecture Conservation &
Maintenance Expenses (NTD)

22,891,430

37,710,793

40,509,673

133,611,361

125,561,440

137,088,619

Total Expenses (NTD)

▲ Teaching in Local Communities (High Schools)

2019

2

Art & Historic Site
Conservation Expenses

▲ Performing at the Taichung Veterans General Hospital
Day Care Center
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Parents from remote areas generally lack parenting
knowledge and are unaware of how to handle their own
or their children's emotions. THU Department of Music
Assistant Professor Nai-Wen Chang led a group of six
graduate students from the music therapy program
to Taitung. They visited previous service locations in
Taimali Township and Guanshan Township as well as
the children development center in downtown Taitung.
During their three-day visit, they hosted free music
therapy events for parents and children and were able
to serve 31 families. The main objective of the event
was to help parents and children grow closer. Events
were available to children and their primary caretakers
which could be parents or grandparents. They would
learn how to use sign language to sign songs and,
during the course of the event, get to interact with and
embrace each other. The event encourages children
and caretakers to talk and discuss as a way to help
them interact more.

Community Cultural Heritage Conservation
The Earth Project is a MOST program and collaboration between THU's College of Social Sciences and College
of Arts. Project sites are remote areas in the southwest of Changhua and aims to bring together a team of scholars
and experts to offer policy and actual support against rural exodus and industry problems. Through the course of this
project, the team investigates and learns about local culture, customs, and traditions in hopes of alleviating the rural
exodus and aging trends through reconstructing cultural history, developing humanities, progressing local humanities
education, and growing local industries. The researchers make records of local projects: "Sea Cows" are cows in
Fangyuan Township, Changhua that would bring oyster farmers to intertidal zones for harvesting oysters in the early
days. It is a unique folk custom that has been recognized by the Bureau of Cultural Heritage as an Intangible Cultural
Heritage.

▲ Local "Sea Cows"

▲ Music Therapy Workshop - Graduate Student
Playing Guitar for a Sing-along

▲ Music Therapy Workshop - Using Empty Bottles
as Instruments
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▲ Oyster Harvesting

▲ Maritime Culture

The THU Shadow Puppetry Troupe originated in September 1983 and was spearheaded by Chiang Hsun, the first
Dean to the Department of Fine Arts. It was inducted as an elective for fine arts students since the department's first
semester and has continued to be taught at THU for 35 consecutive years. Li-Ching Hsu has taught Folk Art for over
a decade now. Throughout the years, Hsu and her students have performed shadow puppetry in communities (Art
Street), THU, and surrounding middle schools, elementary schools, and kindergartens. As part of THU's USR project
and to support university social responsibility, Hsu's class has also held many performances and discussions in the
community and in middle schools

▲ Shadow Puppetry Exhibit

▲ Shadow Puppetry Exhibit

THU Architecture Research Center
The THU Architecture Research Center is a research institute at THU that targets
architecture research and, together with our Department of Architecture and
the Chinese Tunghai Architecture & Culture Association, forms a strong triad for
architectural studies. The three institutes collaborate with each other and supports
each other's work. Primary fields of research at the center include: relationship
between man and environment, design and theory, urban and rural research and
planning, historic conservation and reuse, and digital architecture. In recent years, the
Department of Architecture and instructors at the Architecture Research Center have
assisted in THU and outside institutes (government agencies) with conserving and
restoring cultural heritage (heritage sites, historic sites, and historical buildings) as well
as landscape investigation and senior housing.
▲ Second Place - Chang-Jian Jia from the Department of Architecture, THU (Photo: United Daily News)

2018-2019

Restoration and Reuse Project of Taichung City Monument - Luce Chapel
and Priest Bell Tower

2018-2019

Restoration and Reuse Project of National Monument - Luce Chapel (inc.
Priest Bell Tower)

2018-2021

Commissioned for the Taichung Reconstruction Project of Historic Spaces

2017-2019

The Investigation of the Cultural Value of the Stone Tidal Weirs

2017-2018

An Evaluation Study on Applying the Idea of Therapeutic Environment.
Onto Our Aged Society

Campus

Other
Locations

On the issue of affordable housing, Shiu-Ju Lai, a student at the Executive Master
of Public Affairs program, THU, offered suggestions on social housing policies in her
master's thesis, The Study on the Implementing Factors for Social Housing Policy
in Taipei City. THU students also participated in the Social Housing Competition
organized by the Archiculture Forum Society. Chang-Jian Jia from the Department of
Architecture was awarded second place for his design that was inspired by the social
behaviors inside Fujian Tulous. He designed displaced public spaces so that residents
could enjoy different experiences within the same space. Public facilities in the first
floor would also offer a place for young entrepreneurs, children, and senior citizens to
thrive and flourish.

▲ Social Housing Competition by the Archiculture Forum Society (Photo: Epoch Times)
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Sustainable Commuting
Sustainable Transportation

Campus Pedestrian Sidewalk

Electric Bus

THU has allocated considerable funds for the campus-wide electric shuttle
bus that makes 108 trips/day. Total number of passengers in the 2019/2020
school year was 332,304.

Carpooling

The Faculty & Staff Residence Hall is advocating for a 9-passenger bus for
carpool to encourage faculty and staff members to share transportation.

Bicycles

Facilitated iBike stations at school entrances and surrounding areas so that
faculty and students may ride bicycles on campus.

Charging Stations

Installed charging stations for electric scooters

Pedestrian Sidewalk

Improved pedestrian sidewalks on campus by offering designated
pedestrian sidewalks and vehicle lanes. The THU campus houses 9.6 km of
pedestrian sidewalk.

Public Buses on
Campus

THU appealed to the Taichung City Government for including THU into the
354 bus route and has been encouraging faculty and students to commute
on public transportation.

THU carefully planned pedestrian sidewalks on campus to create clear dividers with
vehicle lanes. We also marked important teaching sites for pedestrian use so that
vehicles would be banned from entering to ensure pedestrian safety. Accessibility
ramps are also available so that senior citizens and disabled visitors may enjoy our
campus to their fullest extent.

▲ Accessibility Ramps on the
Sidewalk

▲ Designated Vehicle Lanes &
Pedestrian Sidewalk

▲ Trails

Residence Halls

▲ Electric Shuttle Bus

▲ Taichung City Bus No. 354

▲ iUbike Station

▲ 9-passenger School Bus Carpooling

▲ Electric Scooter Charging
Stations

▲ Campus Pedestrian Sidewalk
Map

At THU, there are 421 dormitories available for formal full-time faculty and staff and
5,200 beds for students. Each Residence Hall will have a military instructor and
teacher, dormitory self-government association officers, and volunteer groups to serve
students in the dorm. There are also study rooms for students to study on their own. All
THU freshmen live on campus so that they can better ease into college life. Residential
learning at THU is packaged in themed villages such as Freshmen Village, SOAR
House, Love Home, Art Village, Smart Services Village, Village of Technology & Health,
and the Alpha Go Village. We hope that our students can learn to work together,
learn together, eat together, and share together. Their experiences here should teach
them how to live with others, how to create a living environment, how to be brave and
embrace any experience, how to grow and explore oneself, and above all, how to
have an enriching college experience. Disabled students or low-income students are
guaranteed campus housing. Low-income students may, in pursuant to the Financial
Aid for Disadvantaged Students in Institutes of Higher Education Program, apply for
free room and board in THU dorms and middle-to-low-income students will be housed
first.

▲ Residence Hall No.72 Lounge
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▲ Aerobics Classroom in the
Women's Residence Hall

▲ Residence Hall No. 73 Kitchen

Green Buildings in THU
Our buildings are designed in consideration of Taiwan's green building certification
system (EEWH) which was instituted in September 1999, making Taiwan the fourth
country after the U.K., U.S., and Canada to have a scientific evaluation system for green
buildings. EEWH is also the first and only evaluation system for tropical and subtropical
regions. The University currently has two outsourced projects under construction: The
General Activities Building and Student Dormitory (both temporary names). They will
each receive a Silver Level and Qualified Level according to the EEWH certification
system upon completion.

▲ The General Activities Building- Silver Level Green Building

▲ New Built Student Dormitory-Qualified Level Green Building
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Ethical Sourcing

SDG12

Responsible
Consumption
And Production

In accordance with the Regulation for Obliged Purchasing Units / Institutions to Purchase the Products and Services
Provided by Disabled Welfare Institutions, Organizations or Sheltered Workshops formulated by the Ministry of Health
and Welfare, THU will prioritize aforementioned institutions and organizations when sourcing products. Such course of
action is aimed at helping disadvantaged people in the workplace and thereby assisting them to support themselves.
For large conferences such as university assemblies, THU staff members will also prioritize lunchboxes from charity
organizations
Ethical Sourcing

2017

Amount that THU Purchased (NTD)

2018
181,445

Amount that THU Staff Purchased by Themselves (NTD)
Total Amount (NTD)

2019
171,350

158,676

0

12,750

66,000

181,445

184,100

224,676

Green Procurement
In accordance with the Regulations for Priority Procurement of Eco-Products, THU prioritizes recyclable, environmentally
efficient, energy saving, and low pollution products that have an environmental protection label. Product should be made
from recycled materials and preferably benefit or reduce additional costs on society. By purchasing green products, it
is possible to reduce the dependence on limited resources and explore the use of other similar green products. The
concept of green procurement can therefore be instilled within the minds of THU teachers and students.

Green Product Items
Computer Equipment

2018

2019

4,590,950

3,399,974

2,086,150

Toilet Paper & Toilet Cleaner

306,600

313,050

339,525

Air Conditioner

174,182

410,900

140,000

Plain Paper Copy

832,555

871,269

684,840

Water Dispenser

1,009,548

1,151,688

1,459,218

Projector; TV
Energy Saving Lamp
Electric Bus Rental
Electric Scooter Rental
Green Procurement Amount
Green Procurement Percentage (Green Procurement
Amount/Total Purchase Amount)
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2017

38,000

1,054,566

241,860

18,094,845

341,957

3,244,415

4,983,780

4,798,917

4,740,472

108,000

24,000

8,400

30,138,460

12,366,321

12,944,880

8.20%

5.31%

8.41%

Recycling

Organic Compost

Tunghai University promotes environmental protection by sorting garbage, doing
recycling and reusing waste. To reinforce recycling on campus, THU had its staff
visit faculty offices and student dorms to encourage recycling. THU also formulated
regulations for the disposal of computer, communication, and consumer electronics to
offer guidelines for school property management and, most importantly, ensure that the
university is committed to reusing and recycling.

The vast campus of Tunghai University houses a lot of trees. As such, the amount
of waste generated by fallen leaves is huge. We have therefore set up an organic
composting plant to recycle fallen leaves which helps reduce waste but also fertilize soil
with nutrients contained in the leaves.

2017
Municipal Solid Waste (tons)
Recycling Amount (tons)
Landfill Waste (tons)
Recycling Leaves (tons) (estimated)

2018

2019

952

924

1,007

78

68

70

0

0

0

416

416

416

THU has set up a model on recycling and reusing organic fermentation waste to
promote 3R ideas: Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. In addition, THU has set up ecological
farms, which introduces greenery on campus but also organic, self-sufficient lifestyles
to local residents. Furthermore, THU has opened up 100 blocks of organic farms on
campus that are available to THU teachers, students and neighboring communities to
lease and farm.

▲ Plastic Bags are not free.

▲ Plastic bags and straws are not free.

▲ Local residents can take organic fertilizers made by the organic

▲ Reusable tableware is provided at on-

▲ Encourage students to bring their own

▲ Soils are mixed with organic fertilizers

campus restaurants.

reusable cups

composting plant for free
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Education on Climate
Cultivating Talents for Air Pollution Prevention

SDG13

Climate Action

Tunghai University is co-organizing a training course for "Air Pollution Prevention Talents" with the NCUE (National
Changhua University of Education) Environmental Education Center, Rotary Club of Taichung Huanzhong, and the
Rainbow Family Life Education Association. College instructors, physicians, and environmental experts were invited
to plan the training course together and teach fourth-graders about air pollution prevention at over 20 elementary
schools between September 2018 to January 2019. The trainings were intended to raise awareness for air pollution and
prevention among students and parents; the trainings were hosted to a total of 5,687 participants.

Film Festival Tour on Air Pollution
In 2018, THU founded the University Clean Air Coalition and hosted
a “University Film Festival Tour on Air Pollution” with nine other
universities from Central and Southern Taiwan (China Medical
University, National Chung Cheng University, Providence University,
Chaoyang University of Technology, Feng Chia University, Chung
Shan Medical University, Hungkuang University, National Chi Nan
University, and National Formosa University). In 2019, the “2nd Annual
University Film Festival Tour on Air Pollution” was granted screening
rights and personnel funding for Particulate Matters by the Innolux
Education Foundation. THU collaborated with nine universities,
two student associations, four NPOs, and three communities (Tayu
Youth Community in Changhua, Ts'un Tzu in Taichung, and Mailiao
Bookstore in Yunlin) to organize 19 screenings for a total of 1,368
viewers. We were able to speak up through films, raise public
▲ 2019 Film Festival Tour on Air Pollution
awareness, and galvanize support against air pollution.

Climate Action Share for Community
Low-carbon Diet and Eco-friendly Farming
Project Assistants Mr. Chou Ming-Dah and Mr. Wu
Wen-Hsuan of the Red Land Academy have long
been devoted to THU's farms. They have strived to
cultivate green-collar talents with the aid of general
courses, pushed for food and agricultural education in
the community, and attempted to spread low-carbon
diets and eco-friendly farming into the communities.
Working with the City & Forest Mobile Library Van, a
mobile low-carbon city office founded by the Taichung
City Government, the project assistants are attempting ▲ Red Land Academy Project
Assistant Wu Wen-Hsuan
to raise awareness for the changing landscapes of
Instructing the Public on EcoTaiwan, eco-friendly farming, and the importance of a
friendly Farming Techniques and
Sharing Experiences
low-carbon & sustainable values.
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▲ THU Students Organized an

Agricultural Marketing Team to
Promote Eco-friendly Produce
on and off Campus

Co-operative Planning for Climate Change
Disasters
Resilient Cities - Quality Housing Act
Professor Chiu Hao-Hsiu from the THU Department of Architecture is assisting the
Taichung City Government in adjusting and planning regulations relating to quality
housing to foster a low-carbon & sustainable city. The planning will be taking into
consideration Taichung's unique cultural heritage sites, geographical features (e.g.,
wind tunnels, parkway, river road, Taichung basin, and other features that makes
Taichung highly livable), and natural constraints (e.g. earthquakes, typhoons, and other
natural disasters). In order to improve neighborhood relations in downtown Taichung,
the government will be devising resident-oriented policies.

Quali t y Monitor ing Net wor k. I n
June 2019, THU and the Institute of
Information Science (IIS) at Academia
Sinica collaborated to upgrade
air filtration systems in Taichung's
elementary schools. THU coordinated
the project and the IIS provided
equipment funding and installation as
both institutes worked together and
towards sustainable development.

▲ Air Pollution Map

Support Government in Climate Risk

Climate Adaptation Education with NGOs

Visibility and Ultrafine Particle Monitoring & Analysis Project

Permaculture Sustainability Courses & Workshop

The Taichung City Government is working with the local EPB and national EPA to
resolve problems with low visibility. An academic team formed by researchers from
Tunghai University, National Central University, and China Medical University introduced
advanced equipment and remote monitoring technologies from NASA for the “Visibility
and Ultrafine Particle Monitoring & Analysis Project”. Monitoring and analysis stations
were set up at THU and the EPA's air quality monitoring station in Zhongming to further
comprehend the physical and chemical properties of particulate matters, uncover air
pollution sources and their emissions, and ultimately draft policies to improve visibility in
Taichung.

The THU Farm has invited PDC-certified designer, Tang Min, to instruct its new PDC
(Permaculture Design Certificate) Course and related workshops in an attempt to
convey mentalities on climate changes and how to design lifestyles that adhere closely
to the natural environment. In the past
three years, we've put our knowledge
into action by collecting fallen leaves
in the community on a weekly basis
to nourish the farm and by using
raw food waste for mulch. We are
starting small by fostering a diverse
ecosystem on the farm and by sharing
the benefits of mulch with various
communities. We hope that our efforts
can galvanize more people to care for
our land and environment.
▲ PDC Workshop

PM2.5 Data Collection
Teams led by Professor Huang Chang-Chan from the Department of Landscape
Architecture and Director Yang Chao-Tung of the THU Computer Center worked
together to set up air quality sensors on THU campus. The sensors will collect and
analyze PM2.5 concentration levels and upload the information to the Taiwan Air
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SDG14

Life Below Water

THU Lake Purification and
the Smart Algae Wastewater
Treatment Center

Tunghai Creek Water Culture
& Ecosystem Education
Center

Using the THU Lake as a demonstration site,
THU is attempting to optimize water quality and
environment through smart technology by integrating
AI technologies, sustainable approaches, circular
economy technologies, and other innovative methods.
In the first year, THU acquired a water quality
monitoring buoy and set up a smart algae waste water
system to stay updated on accurate water quality
information at the THU Lake. Algae were also adopted
to purify lake waters and to introduce circular economy
practices into aquaculture, feed, and fertilizers. The
following year, THU introduced smart technologies
to help transform the lake into an interdisciplinary,
circular, sustainable, and multi-functional landmark
for leisure, tourism, and environmental education. The
transformation speaks to THU's efforts to coexist and
thrive with nature.

The Tunghai Creek Water Culture & Ecosystem
Education Center was the product of collaborative
efforts by THU and the Water Resources Bureau of
the Taichung City Government; THU provided an
existing building for the WRB to redesign and furnish.
The project started at the end of October 2020 and
will be an example of the private and public sector
collaborating for conservation but also an educational
space for students to learn about environmental
education.

Technologies developed by the team will be later
integrated with commercially-developed AIoT
technologies and then applied to real-world scenarios.
This will serve as the first steps toward forming
technology modules and scaling the technology in the
future.
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The remediation journey of THU Creek is introduced
and archived at the Center. During the remediation
process, facilities were installed to improve water
quality and the purified water was guided into a then
arid irrigation channel, the Dashe Channel, to return
local irrigation systems to its former glory. A small
hydropower generator was also installed to convert the
energy of flowing water into mechanical energy which
would then be used to power streetlights along the
channels. Such commitment to energy conservation
and carbon reduction truly compliments the water
culture that the Tunghai Creek Water Culture &
Ecosystem Education Center advocates for.

Ocean Sustainability and Related Research
Since 2000, the THU Center for Ecology and Environment has been co-organizing
a field oceanology course each year with the National Taiwan University, University
of the Ryukyus, Bogor Agricultural University, Prince of Songkla University, and the
Biodiversity Research Center of Academia Sinica. Classes are held at the Ryukyu
Islands, Thailand, Indonesia, Green Island, Lanyu, etc. Taught by Associate Professor
Liu Shao-lun from the Department of Life Science, the course revolves around
oceanography, advocates for ocean sustainability, and brings students straight to the
oceans.
The International College also organizes a variety of travel study programs throughout
the school year. In addition to helping students obtain diving certificates, the travel
study programs also collaborate with researchers from the Department of Biology at
the local University of San Carlos, KP Green-Japan Corporate Responsibility Group
and Oxford University's Innovative Infrastructure Investment (In3) Group. Research
topics included regional phytoplankton, seaweed, mangrove conservation, carbon
footprints, etc. and were mainly targeted towards understanding the impact of global
warming on marine ecology.
Many teachers from the College of Science are also committed to researching marine
ecosystems. For example, a group of teachers from the Department of Life Science
is working together on an integrative research project that studies the algal reef
ecosystems in Taoyuan or coastal wetland ecosystems on the west coast of Taiwan.
Their goal is to explore and investigate diverse marine ecosystems. A research
paper exploring the global status and conservation potential of reef sharks written
by Professor Wen Kuo-chang was recently published in Nature, one of the most
prestigious science journals in the world.
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Biodiversity and Native Species at THU
Tunghai University previously published the Tunghai University Campus Flora Catalog and has since made the content
available for faculty, students, and the public on the Ecosystem Section on the Tunghai University Environment and
Service Education Website.

SDG15

Life On Land

Many teachers at THU are also committed to the research of terrestrial flora and fauna. Professor Lin Yi-Ching from the
Center for Ecology and Environment, for example, has recently set up seed harvesting nets on campus to understand
how Acacia trees with be migrating in the future. As most of the trees on campus are generally 50 years or older,
the Office of General Affairs has been requesting assistance from teachers and instructors on how to introduce new
provenances and how to help the forest regenerate through natural successions. Discussions have further evolved into
restoring native species from the Dadu Mountain in Taichung at THU as part of the school's USR commitment.

Red Land Farms: Sustainable Land Use and Agriculture
The Red Land Academy is an experimental farm that is operated by THU faculty and students. The Academy aims to
educate its students on agriculture (Tunghai Agricultural Academy), food (Green Leaders Food & Agriculture Lesson
Plans), and culture. All of the courses revolve around food & agriculture as well as assisting the disadvantaged. The
goal is to create an urban environment that welcomes agriculture, schools, and communities.
At the Red Land Academy, students learn from hands-on experience. Through exploring, experimenting, and
overcoming challenges, students are able to gain insight into the critical elements of humanities and social sciences. In
addition to expanding their understanding of their local environment and advancing their education, their journeys can
hopefully inspire respect towards life and love towards the ecosystem. Such hopes transcend beyond THU's founding
principles and is line with ensuring the sustainability of land, societies, nations, and the planet. It aims to transform
existing dietary or agricultural practices to create a new circular economy model that is friendlier towards the planet.
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THU Organic Farm: Safeguarding Ecosystems
with the Community
In 2008, THU divided the organic farm used in environmental education courses
into smaller plots of land for residents in the Xitun District to adopt and farm on. The
tradition remains and residents apply and pay NT$3000 for the land each year.
The organic farm was originally set aside as a
space to compost and reuse organic waste as
part of the university's efforts towards sustainable
development. Opening the organic farm to
community residents for organic (no pesticides
or toxic substances) farming is a great way to
engage the community and ensure that the land
remains organic.

Environmental Education Certificate
Tunghai University wanted to take action and realize environmental education policies
that are taught at the school. Spearheaded by three major ideologies of Green
Tunghai, Environmental Justice, and Sustainable Development of the Environment,
the project helped THU receive an Environmental Education Certificate.
The
university is currently designing a THU Creek Environmental Education Trail to take
full advantage of its superior natural environment and historical buildings. Landmarks
along the trail will include an oxygen bar, the Dashe Channel, a firefly path, and the
Noah's Ark restoration zone. The trail is intended to bring the public closer to the five
major functions of the THU campus: humanities, art, technology, ecosystems, and
education.
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Student Association
In order to safeguard and further increase student engagement in university affairs and decision-making, THU has
established a Student Administration Center, Student Association, Student Parliament, and Student Council.

SDG16

Peace, Justice And
Strong Institutions
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Close Collaboration with External Stakeholders
THU is collaborating with external stakeholders on government policies and industry-academia programs. External
stakeholders include business entities (e.g. companies/ corporations, hand tool and sheet metal associations, AI
Academy, etc.), government agencies (e.g. MOE, Taichung City Government, EPA, COA, etc.), NPOs (e.g. Hondao
Senior Citizen's Welfare Foundation, University Clean Air Coalition, etc.), medical institutes (e.g. Taichung Veterans
General Hospital), and local communities (e.g. middle and elementary schools in Dadu District, Taiwan Association of
Community Advancement, etc.).

Academic Freedom
Faculty and students at THU are given full research and academic freedom to explore
various disciplines. The university will not place restrictions in any areas or through any
systems and is committed to ensuring the neutrality and credibility of research results.
Faculty members are encouraged to publish academic works (journal publications),
research programs, industry-academia programs, and other research results through
incentives in the form of monetary rewards or reduced teaching hours. To such
ends, THU has established Measures to Reward Full-time Teachers for Publications,
Measures to Reward Full-Time Teachers for Academic Research, and Measures to
Reward Industry-Academia Programs.

Financial Disclosure
In compliance with MOE regulations, THU has disclosed university financials on the
school website. Information disclosed includes income and expense analysis for the
past three years.
Transparent and comprehensive financial disclosure opens the
university up to public review of university affairs. It can also serve as reference to
students and parents when choosing universities as healthy competition between
universities can drive further progression.

Policy Research and Policy Recommendation
THU faculty members have engaged in advancing and researching policies. In terms
of advancing policies, faculty members are engaged in central and local government
committees to offer policy recommendations and opinions for committee reviews on
their own expertise. Committees that THU faculty members belong to include the MOI
National Park Planning Committee, MOEA A+ Industrial Innovation R&D Program
Review Committee, Defense Technology Review Panel, and the Taichung City
Government EIA Review Committee. Faculty members at the College of Management
and College of Social Sciences are particularly outstanding researchers that have been
able to conduct objective observations, data/statistical analysis, and even modules
to advance policies based on existing policies and socio-economic environments.
Their research has allowed them to offer policy recommendations such as Impact of
Copyright Protection and Subsidies on Environmental Quality, Macroeconomics and
Fiscal Policy Analysis in a Heterogeneous Firm Model, and Constructing a Dynamic
Model for the Impact of the Power Sector's Low-Carbon Transition on Industrial
Development.
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Progressing SDG Policies
Green University Union - Bridging SDGs with University Development

SDG17

Partnerships For
The Goals

Tunghai University (THU) has joined Taiwan's Green University Union because of our dedication to the Talloires
Declaration and our hopes for a sustainable campus. We also participated in the GreenMetric World University Ranking
to continue pushing for different infrastructure, energy, climate, waste, water, transportation, and education projects that
could serve as solution to our environmental problems. The Green University Union in Taiwan is currently advocating to
bridge UN SDGs with the development of university affairs. As a member of the Union, THU will be identifying priority
SDGs and drafting action plans for the development of university affairs.

Assisting the Taichung City Government in Planning & Progressing SDG and Regional
Revitalization Policies
THU Faculty Members (Associate Professor Hsu Sue-Ming from the Department of Business Administration and
Professor Chen Chien-Jen from the Department of Political Science) have been commissioned by the Taichung City
Government for the research project - Taichung City on Social Responsibility for Regional Revitalization and UN
SDGs Collaboration Governance Mechanism Planning. The project considers how to progress regional revitalization
programs in alignment with SDGs and has served to connect SDGs with CSR and USR to create a "SDG & Regional
Revitalization Project Management Platform". Built collaborative platforms for CSR practices by Taichung corporations
and USR practices by Taichung universities. THU then integrated operations on the two major platforms to facilitate the
realization of SDGs in Taichung City.

▲ Taichung City Government Meeting on the SDG & Regional Revitalization Project Management Platform
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SDG Initiatives & Collaborations
SDG Workshop for High School Students by the Taichung City
Government

Participated in the Sustainability Forum Organized by the Alliance for
Sustainable Development Goals (A.SDGs)

The Taichung City Government hosted the “International Bilingual SDG Workshop for
Senior High School Students” to expand international perspectives, explore UN SDGs,
and foster sustainability values and literacy by discussing SDG topics of international
importance in an educational setting. THU assisted the Taichung City Government
in organizing the event; students from our International College's Sustainability
Science & Engineering Program shared approaches adopted by different nations for
sustainable development so that participants were able to gain a more comprehensive
understanding on this global topic and consider how to devise a sustainable response
to a complex environment through economic, environmental, and societal perspectives.

THU participated in the largest sustainability conference in Asia - 2020 GCSF 3rd
Annual Global Corporate Sustainability Forum. The forum was conceived by A.SDGs
and organized by the Taiwan Institute of Sustainable Energy (TAISE). THU regularly
publishes annual CSR reports to disclose practices in support of UN SDGs and their
respective progress. THU also participated in a USR sustainability project competition,
entering two projects: "From Community Support System for Senior Citizens to Aging
in Place - A Sustainable Mindset" and "A Monitoring Network of People to Target Air
Pollution and Food & Agricultural Reforms." The projects are THU's response to SDGs
and showcase THU's role as a local think tank for sustainable development in the
community.

Blue Sky for Taiwan Alliance
THU launched the Blue Sky for Taiwan Alliance to speak up against air pollution. A
collaboration between government agencies, universities in Central Taiwan, industries,
and NPOs, the Alliance is committed to raising civic engagement and awareness for
air pollution among university faculty & students as well as the community. Over 3000
students and 550 professors from different schools expressed concerns for persisting
sources of air pollutants in Central Taiwan. Representatives from the Alliance met with
the President and Vice President on separate occasions to state their analysis and
appeals. Forums, documentary screenings, and other events to discuss air pollution
and energy were hosted on campus.

University Clean Air Coalition

▲ International Bilingual Education—SDGs Learning Workshop for High School Students

In 2018, THU founded the University Clean Air Coalition and hosted a “University Film
Festival Tour on Air Pollution” with nine other universities from Central and Southern
Taiwan (China Medical University, National Chung Cheng University, Providence
University, Chaoyang University of Technology, Feng Chia University, Chung Shan
Medical University, Hungkuang University, National Chi Nan University, and National
Formosa University). In 2019, the “2nd Annual University Film Festival Tour on Air
Pollution” was granted screening rights and personnel funding for Particulate Matters
by the Innolux Education Foundation. THU collaborated with nine universities, two
student associations, four NPOs, and three communities (Tayu Youth Community in
Changhua, Ts'un Tzu in Taichung, and Mailiao Bookstore in Yunlin) to organize 19
screenings for a total of 1,368 viewers. We were able to speak up through films, raise
public awareness, and galvanize support against air pollution.
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SDG Social Innovation Award

PM2.5 Data Collection

The THU Center for International Internship Development organized the “2019 3rd
Annual Social Enterprise Idea Competition” by the Association of Sustainable Social
Enterprise of Taiwan (ASSET). The theme of the competition was devising an operation
model that revolves around the 17 UN SDGs. The competition hoped to encourage
young students and working professionals to propose sustainable business models that
can have real social impact so that we may work together in innovating our society.

Teams led by Professor Huang Chang-Chan from the Department of Landscape
Architecture and Director Yang Chao-Tung of the THU Computer Center worked
together to set up air quality sensors on THU campus. The sensors will collect and
analyze PM2.5 concentration levels and upload the information to the Taiwan Air
Quality Monitoring Network. In June 2019, THU and the Institute of Information Science
(IIS) at Academia Sinica collaborated to upgrade air filtration systems in Taichung's
elementary schools. THU coordinated the project and the IIS provided equipment
funding and installation as both institutes worked together and towards sustainable
development.

Data Collection for SDGs
International Research Collaboration - Visibility and Ultrafine Particle
Monitoring & Analysis Project
The Taichung City Government is working with the local EPB and national EPA to
resolve problems with low visibility. An academic team formed by researchers from
Tunghai University, National Central University, and China Medical University introduced
advanced equipment and remote monitoring technologies from NASA for the “Visibility
and Ultrafine Particle Monitoring & Analysis Project”. Monitoring and analysis stations
were set up at THU and the EPA's air quality monitoring station in Zhongming to further
comprehend the physical and chemical properties of particulate matters, uncover air
pollution sources and their emissions, and ultimately draft policies to improve visibility
in Taichung.

▲ Air Pollution Map

▲ Assisted Taichung City Government & NASA in Monitoring Air Pollution Data
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International Cooperation & Research
Datan Algal Reef Ecology Research-SDG14 Life below water

International Cooperation on Regional Revitalization

In order to understand how the 3rd liquefied natural gas terminal built at the Taoyuan
Guan Tang Industrial Area (Pier) threatens Datan’s protected algal reef, Dr. Wen
Guozhang, Mr. Lin Zihao and Mr. Lin Qianxiang launched a research team. Dr. Wen,
an associate professor of the Department of Life Science, Tunghai University, serves at
the Center for Ecology and Environment. His
partners, Mr. Lin Zihao and Mr. Lin Qianxiang,
are researchers from the Biodiversit y
Research Center, Academia Sinica. According
to their research, Datan G2 and Yongan
contain the highest diversity of species. Yet
when compared with species surveys from
2013, it was found that the number and species
of fish have dropped significantly. It can
therefore be inferred that coastal development
in recent years has damaged the ecological
▲ Datan Algal Reef Ecology Research
system in Datan’s algal reef.

In order to learn from Japan’s experience in revitalizing local regions, the Corporate
Synergy Development Center (CSD) held the 2019 “Taiwan-Japan Regional
Revitalization Summit”, which gathered 300 exper ts from Taiwan and Japan
governments, industries, universities and institutes. In the summit, THU, CSD and the
Area Innovation Alliance (AIA) signed a MOU to launch their cooperation on regional
revitalization.
Social sustainable development has long been an area of focus for THU. When the
university was first established, we had job corps where faculty and students would
travel to various places in Taiwan or abroad for community services or development.
The Taichung Central District Reconstruction Project is a great example of industries,
universities, and the government collaborating together for community development.
Revitalizing local regions will be a priority for THU in the future. We know that working
on these projects will allow THU to create new models, contribute to society, and exert
real influence in the world.

Inter-University Alliance in Central Taiwan for USR
THU invited seven universities in Central Taiwan to establish “Inter-University Alliance
in Central Taiwan for University Social Responsibility (USR)” on September 16,
2019. The seven universities include China Medical University, Nankai University,
Hungkuang University, Feng Chia University, National Taiwan University of Sport,
National Chi Nan University and Providence University.
Each ar med with their own academic
strengths and expertise, the eight universities
set out to for progress in the USR program
commissioned by the Ministry of Education.
The inter-university alliance also helps make
integrating resources, fostering cooperation
and sharing information more effective.
M o re ove r, we h o p e t h a t p a r t i c i p a t i n g
universities can commit to UN SDGs by
implementing USR projects and cultivating
▲ Signing Ceremony for the Inter-University
talent.

▲ Dr. Mao Jiun J. Wang, President of Tunghai University (right); Mr. Xin-Hua Chu, General Manager of CSD (middle);
Mr. Hitoshi Kinoshita, Representative Director of AIA signed Taiwan-Japan Memorandum of Understanding on
Regional Revitalization Cooperation

Alliance in Central Taiwan for University Social
Responsibility
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Connect Students with SDG
Education Resources

Student Service-International Volunteers

In developing countries, many children are forced to give up their studies due to
financial problems. To address this issue, in 2018, THU started to collaborate with the
Taiwan Fund for Children and Families on the “Overseas Elite Cultivation Project”. The
project is set to provide NTD 20 million to 50 foreign students for studying in Taiwan
in the coming 5 years. Through this project, THU provides NTD 100,000 to each
overseas student coming to THU each year. Currently, there have been four students
from Kyrgyz and five from Mongolia. We hope that their education in Taiwan can help
them contribute to their own countries upon their return.

Chiang Mai City, the capital of Chiang Mai Province, is the second largest city in
Thailand. It is also the political, economic and cultural center of northern Thailand. In
Chiang Mai Province, there are charitable organizations that take care of thousands
of disadvantaged children. These children are forced to leave their families and
communities due to poverty or dysfunctional families, losing their family and community
support network at an early age. To address this issue, THU launched a three-year
(2018-2021) overseas service learning program with support from the United Board
for Christian Higher Education in Asia. THU has cooperated with three non-profit
organizations in Chiang Mai, Thailand during the course of this program to help local
disadvantaged children.
Tunghai University students designed diverse courses based on their own expertise
and the children’s needs. They also assisted in building a bathroom for a student center
in Chiang Mai. In order to better understand the family life and plights of disadvantaged
children, THU arranged several institutional seminars and family visits. By doing so, they
hoped to know more about the operation models and needs of these organizations, and
get to know the culture and family backgrounds of disadvantaged children in Chiang
Mai.

▲ Tunghai University-Overseas Elite Cultivation Project

▲ Summer Caring for Children Mission in Chiang-Mai, Thailand
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International Research - Marine Ecology

SDG Education

The THU International College visited Cebu, Philippines from November 27 to
December 3, 2019 for the fourth travel study program on marine ecology. Global
collaboration with researchers from the Department of Biology at the local University of
San Carlos, KP Green-Japan Corporate Responsibility Group and Oxford University's
Innovative Infrastructure Investment (In3) Group. Research topics included regional
phytoplankton, seaweed, mangrove conservation, carbon footprints, etc. and were
mainly targeted towards understanding the impact of global warming on marine ecology.

As part of the university's development plan, THU is committed to promoting the
teaching and research of economic, social, ecological, and cultural sustainability. To
such ends, THU will be curating an interdisciplinary faculty and establishing research
centers and 4 interdisciplinary, innovative virtual colleges to advance SDG education.
For example, THU started offering a wide range of courses in 2019 that corresponded
to specific SDG topics. Students could progress through introductory courses, midlevel core courses, and advanced seminar courses to gradually recognize and realize
the real problems that SDGs are meant to tackle. Most advanced classes will have
corresponding practicum sites (e.g. THU Farmer's Market, Red Land Farm, East Creek,
THU Lake, Gaomei Wetlands Wildlife Refuge, etc.). In terms of educating students and
raising awareness on SDGs, the Center for General Education will be offering general
courses to help students learn about basic concepts and knowledges.

UN SDG Courses & Papers for Economic Sustainability
2019/2020 School Year Courses
SDG

No. of
Courses

Enrollment

Curriculum

Goal 4

197
Courses

9,996 Students

Including Internet of Things(IOT) for
Healthcare, Application and Practice of
Financial Technology, and other courses

Goal 8

103
Courses

4,897 Students

Including Robo Advisor, Case studies in
Entrepreneurship and Digital Marketing,
and other courses

Goal 9

74
Courses

2,345 Students

Including Entrepreneurship Practice of
New Agriculture, Industrial Management
& Strategies, Business Value Creation of
Information Technology, and other courses

Goal 12

85
Courses

3,038 Students

Including New Economics and Innovative
Business Models, Application of Internet
Marketing and E-Shop Management,
Smart Sustainable Circular Economy, and
other courses

Subtotal

459
Courses

20,276
Students

▲ John Jaime Perez Coca, an instructor at the International College Science and Engineering Program, with a group
of 21 International College students. They have traveled to CEBU to engage in global research on marine ecology

Journal
Publications
Published
Papers

51 Papers
33 Papers
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UN SDG Courses & Papers for Ecological Sustainability
2019/2020 School Year Courses
SDG

No. of
Courses

Enrollment

Curriculum

Goal 3

435 Courses

17,961 Students

Including Seminar on Environmental Protection Policies, Environmental Changes and Low-Carbon Life, Environmental
Awareness: Fighting Against Carbon, and other courses

Goal 6

122 Courses

4,832 Students

Including Environmental Policy and Law, Resource Depletion and Sustainable Design, Environmental Impact Assessment, and
other courses

Goal 7

76 Courses

3,333 Students

Including Regenerative Energy Technology Theory and Application Work Shop, General Introduction to Energy and
Environmental Biotechnology, Green Energy Law Seminar, and other courses

Goal 8

103 Courses

4,897 Students

Including Environmental Ecology in Taiwan, Practice of Sustainable Development Policy, and other courses

Goal 11

170 Courses

6,421 Students

Including Forensic Techniques of Environmental Pollutants, Special Topics on Resource Reuse, Seeing Tunghai University and
Environmental Ethics, and other courses

Goal 12

85 Courses

3,038 Students

Including Resource Recycling and Waste, Sociology of Consumption: Ecology, Esthetics and Social Responsibility, and other
courses

Goal 13

341 Courses

17,648 Students

Including Environmental Impact Assessment, Social Sciences: Environment and Politics, Soil and Groundwater Pollution, and
other courses

Goal 15

99 Courses

4,242 Students

Including Special Topics on Terrestrial Ecosystems Dynamics (II), Ecological Restoration in Theory and Practice, and other
courses

Subtotal

1,431 Courses

62,372 Students

Journal Publications
Published Papers

504 Papers
317 Papers

UN SDG Courses & Papers for Social Sustainability
2019/2020 School Year Courses
SDG

No. of
Courses

Enrollment

Curriculum

Goal 1

48 Courses

2,498 Students

Including Social Assistance and Social Work, Children & Social Work, Urban Residential Issues: Living Justice in Taiwan, and
other courses

Goal 2

175 Courses

8,354 Students

Including Food Service for Seniors, Communication Practice between Taiwan and Japan: The Language Practice of Agricultural
Food Education, and other courses

Goal 3

435 Courses

17,961 Students

Including Introduction to the Senior Health Industry, Ageing Paradise：New Life in Ageing, Exercise Planning for the Elderly,
and other courses

Goal 4

197 Courses

9,996 Students

Including The Food Trip about “From Farm to Table”, Community Building and Rural Industry, and other courses

Goal 5

71 Courses

3,375 Students

Including Women and Taiwanese Society, Gender Education, and other courses

Goal 9

74 Courses

2,345 Students

Including Government and Enterprise, Sustainable Development and Traffic Policy, and other courses
Including Social Responsibility and Business, Seminar of Social Responsibility, and other courses

Goal 12

85 Courses

3,038 Students

Subtotal

1,085 Courses

47,567 Students
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Journal Publications
Published Papers

348 Papers
223 Papers

UN SDG Courses & Papers for Cultural Sustainability
2019/2020 School Year Courses
SDG

No. of
Courses

Enrollment

Curriculum

Goal 2

175 Courses

8,354 Students

Including Basis Farming Techniques (Vegetables), Taiwan History and Cultural Heritage, Seminar on Social Enterprise and
Local Revitalization, Agricultural Humanities and Creative Practice, and other courses

Goal 10

94 Courses

4,520 Students

Including Taiwan Society & Culture, The Theory and Practice of Multicultural Education, Social Class and Mobility, and other
courses

Goal 11

170 Courses

6,421 Students

Including Historical Sites and Relics of Taiwan, Cultural Landscape: Theory and Practice, Exploration of the Temple Fair Culture
in Taiwan, and other courses

Goal 16

256 Courses

10,549 Students

Including Seminar on Social Enterprise and Local Revitalization, Community and Communication, and other courses

Subtotal

695 Courses

29,844 Students

2030 SDGs Game

Experiential Learning
Workshop
Topics: Getting to know the UN SDGs,
Let's practice USR together, and Think
creatively to achieve the SDGs

Taiwan-Japan Community Exchanges Course
Department of Japanese Language and Culture,
Tunghai University
Date│2019/12/29(
Location │ HT302
Lecturer │Eric

Journal Publications
Published Papers

42 Papers
27 Papers

永續發展目標

Sunday) 9:00-12:00

at Tunghai University

Tseng

★2030 SDGs Game is designed by Imacocollabo (Japanese social enterprise)
★For registration, please contact Zhang Yushan (ysc52@thu.edu.tw),
Japanese Language and Culture Department
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